
Magic Trademark Margin(alia)

 I wake up feeling like a crepe-paper garland, fragile and crinkled, silenced, sticky 

in the corners of a one-quarter-remembered dream poured like burnt coffee from a greasy, 

battered pot into which stale grounds—heaping spoonfuls of the bitterest bean—have 

been sifted by a drowsy hand near the banks of a river like Swanee.  My head, a casaba 

melon atop the crepe-paper stalk, feels swollen to the point of bursting, encephalitic.  

Were I trained in the sciences I would design a Goldbergian contraption of pulleys, cams, 

levers, switches, and gears by which I could manipulate this engorged noggin of mine 

through the weak, spastic moments of waking.  Idly enchanting, the clock tower of 

Independence turns down the bed and, with Pavlovian efficacy, triggers another attempt.  

Each day an attempt, only and ever an attempt.  I rise to a seated position on my sunken 

bed, touch my fingers to the clammy wool blanket, to the trousers and cotton shirt and 

100 percent virgin acrylic cardigan, each moist with perspiration for my having slept in 

them—again.  My god, it’s a terrarium life here in the Vendig sometimes, when the 

Vendig’s boiler’s been stoked.  Creeping down the hallway to the communal toilet, I feel 

like some emetic plant, distilling life from the orange glow radiating through the 

terrarium’s glass walls. I hold my arms out to the mist, cuddle l’eau de vie, pray 

magnificently, ostentatiously, and receive absolution as I light a candle before a porcelain 

icon.  Then I flush myself away in a watery faint streak of blood down a coal shaft 

outside of Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania.  It could be I auto-defenestrate from a flophouse 

window on the third story of New York City.  Shaking loose these vestiges of dream and 

memory, along with the last stubborn drops, not knowing how I’ve managed it, I’m 

amazed at the offering I’ve left:  life summed up in the passing and the otherwise 
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decorating of the porcelain bowl, the thousands of rehearsals for death described by 

palsied fingers as they depress a toilet handle mottled with rust despite the chrome armor 

meant to ward off fungi and deterioration.  This is where another noon (I’ve come to call 

it dawn) brings me.  Ruineux, you bastard of a sun, has your light become that pastel?  

Pasty couldn’t begin to describe the sluggishness of my mind-mouth as I shuffle back 

down the hallway, this time feeling the dried, crumbling linoleum through my worn 

slippers and speculating about the lives carried on behind the numbered doors I pass: 

Jasmine takes Ruineux’s hand, as she does every morning.  There’s a pretty lie.  And it’s 

beginning to keep pace over my shoulder:  the gonna-walk-around:  the daredevil spot-

beam ricochet off the Liberty Bell:  a vision, this, of babbling senile dementia.

 Back in my room, I turn on the faucet.  An insect struggles in the vortex, but it’s 

not a cockroach.  The exterminator has paid his visit.  No, this time it’s a ladybird; a pale, 

yellowed, Philadelphia ladybird of November.  Into the drain I drop the stopper and 

watch as the ladybird drifts circular in the slowing eddy.  At first its legs beat furiously, 

but soon enough she relaxes and glides along the surface tension.  A metaphor?  If so, for 

what?  With care, I lay my forefinger on the surface of the puddle in my sink and take no 

small pleasure from the ladybird’s delicate, scrambling limbs as she climbs up and on to 

the quivering twig I offer.  There she rests, catching her tiny breath through every pore in 

her body.  As I gaze at the insect on my finger, thousands upon thousands of Volkswagens 

pour off an assembly line of my imagination and it occurs to me that this is where Frank 

Lloyd Wright meets Hitler’s engineers:  perhaps the only design in which the Third Reich 

could possibly take pride resides here, in the shape of this wayward bug—the only 

organic they failed to corrupt.  It’s another notion on which I’ve no intention of following 

through.  That kind of thing I leave to those who cry in the presence of religious relics or 

who are concerned enough to devote their spare time to unearthing evidence that might 
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debunk the Shroud of Turin:  the nationalists and the socialists of the world; the save-the-

whalers and the clear-cutters; the red and the black.  Stop.

 Ladybird on forefinger, I shuffle over to a window fogged with condensation and 

luminous with furry white light.  I wonder if it’s love that prompts me to gingerly lay my 

finger on the dusty sill, to become patience itself as the insect fusses and takes her 

bewildered time climbing (reluctantly?) from her perch to the cold wood.  First she edges 

onto the ridged surface of my fingernail, creeps to its ragged crescent which is stained by 

ink:  a reminder of the stab I took last night at adding to my so-called memoir, my 

meisterwerk; of untangling the ribbon of the Quiet De Luxe.  Then she turns 180 degrees 

and crawls back to the first knuckle joint, turns right, and half-flops over the edge onto 

the sill.  Only now do I begin to feel.  Only now do I feel a tickling sensation in the tip of 

my forefinger, so I rub it against the weave of my cardigan as I wander back to the 

Pullman to fish the screwdriver from under the sink.  Using it to pry open the window, 

frame swollen into sill on account of the radiator’s leaky steam, I manage a half-inch 

crack.  The effort leaves me winded, but in “welcome relief” the cool air rushes, as does 

the odor of hot dogs rising from hundreds of lunchcart corners throughout the city.  

Wiping away the window’s condensation with the sleeve of my cardigan, I look down 

onto the street.  On the southeast corner of 11th and Market, a young mother pulls her 

bawling child away from a vendor selling large inflatable crayons out of a stolen 

shopping cart.  Behind their backs he makes of the toy an obscene member, pressing the 

blunt end to his crotch and grinding his hips with mirth.  Carried away with his 

pantomime, the vendor begins to strain with his arms as if he’s supporting some great 

weight, all the while grinning lewdly until he falls to his knees and pulls the stopper, 

deflating the huge, green phallus on which “Crayola” has been tattooed in black, five-

inch letters.  Those who haven’t ignored his gyrations manage a broad smirk, and a 

teenaged boy applauds even as his eyes begin to follow a sheriff’s van loaded with 
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prisoners.  It glides west from the so-called Roundhouse toward City Hall, shadowy 

figures swaying limply behind the heavy iron mesh that separates their fists from the 

van’s windows.  The southwest corner beats to a shabby old guy ... but none of this is 

true.  Just words. And who am I kidding?  Myself, of course.  And now I’ve lost all desire 

to linger over the ladybird.  Indifference?  Repugnance?  They have nothing to do with it.  

Only the cool drafts of a Philadelphia November scented with hotdog and diesel, history 

and kraut.  And memory, perhaps?  I alone live in this city.  I built it, brick by brick, only 

to suck myself into its shadows, to watch as it slips like a bus token through my fingers.  

Ah, ladybird, what the hell are you doing in my city?  And in November, yet.  Pleasant 

enough a diversion though you are, I’m going to thrust you into the yellow light of this 

November day and forget you somehow spirited yourself into my room.  You were never 

meant for the Vendig and even if you die after ten minutes swimming around in the chill, 

you’re still the better off for it.

 All of which is to say that I’ve lost track of the sleeping and the waking, of the 

hour of reminiscing about aborted or frustrated dreams and the hour of scheme-hatching 

in which abortion and frustration become for me not active dreams, but dreamt dreams 

forever one step removed; of the hour that used to represent the regularity of bowel 

function and the hour during which I muse on becoming a Breathairian:  my appetite 

having become barely potent enough to inspire a few drops of saliva at the thought of a 

Keebler cracker.  Chronic fatigue seems to have become for me a general anesthetic for 

the fear of death.  Sleep would be a regular opiate, but even my sleep is lazy.  When I 

remember to sleep.  Too often it’s something accidental—the kind of accident called 

dream, or memory of dream, in which a little boy sits propped on thick telephone books 

piled on the unstable seat of a swivel chair designed for adults.  In this accident of sleep 

I’ve been wheeled up to an enormous desk in the center of some dark, fusty, concrete 

room illuminated only by the frail light of a half-spent sacramental candle.  It streams 
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wax to the edge of the desk.  There the wax drips into hot pipes that funnel it to the 

blood-red river bisecting the city.  Sister Virginia hunches over my shoulder in this 

memory.  In this dream she whispers, “Read.”  Large tomes bound with leather are 

arranged on the desk in front of me, their spines crafted to turn on rusty hinges.  Covered 

in dust, the books give off a musty odor, like stale mushrooms and sour beer.  “Which 

one?”  I ask, not yet afraid of this creepy cellar.  But I feel too well fed for fear, an entire 

Thanksgiving day feast, perhaps, settling in my gut and filling me with nothing more than 

a desire to sleep.  From outside the darkened room a low continuous chord rises off the 

bass pedals of an electronic organ trembling with synthetic vibrato.  For a moment, Sister 

Virginia sings a quiet, incomprehensible, monotonous prayer in harmony with the chord, 

her face so close to mine I can smell the dolor on her bitter breath.  It’s like a peanut 

butter-and-banana sandwich, furry with the psychedelia of exotic molds.  Her bony 

fingers, nails chewed to the moons, play over the binding of the largest book, and, as she 

bends over the desk to draw it closer, her left breast grazes my cheek.  “Read it,” she 

says.  “From A to Z.”  Hot spit flies from the nun’s lips with the letter Z and when, in 

reflex, my hand jerks up to wipe it from my face and lips and out of my eyes, it occurs to 

me that I can’t tell spit from tears.  And perhaps because of the tears she slaps away my 

hand and shoves the dictionary against my chest.  “Never mind that.  Just read.”  She 

kneels beside me and her enormous breasts press against my lap.  I squirm in my seat.  So 

loud I can begin to feel its reverberations in my chest, the organ’s tone excites in me the 

perception of something strange:  an uneasy feeling of nausea and pleasure that shakes 

me from the inside out.  A light rain is falling in my head.  Like 3/4 time it paces a waltz 

that involves the clasping of umbrellas; a dance in which the flagella of arms and legs and 

mother-of-pearl handles beat not to the ebb and flow of subaqueous currents, but to the 

violence of a repetitive rip-cord jerk:  shoulder joints I can hear coming loose with 

screeching like rats caught in a corrugated storm pipe that traces the embankment behind 
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the greasy-spoon diner of Heaven’s Kitchen; a pipe through which the fry cooks illicitly 

dump hot, spent cooking oil from Fryolators they are loath to clean.  Sister presses closer.  

“I know what you boys do,” she says. “Don’t you think for one minute I don’t.”  

Clutching nun’s fingers dive into my crotch and I scream as she crushes my balls in her 

grip.  Her lips curl back baring stained, yellow teeth on which an artisan has carved a 

relief, dental scrimshaw:  eight of the fourteen Stations of the Cross.  Through the gaps in 

Sister’s teeth filters the somber glow of a Good Friday Mass, and I can only imagine the 

parishioners in that fetid cathedral.  Passing the flame from candle to candle, paper disks 

at the candles’ bases to prevent the blessed wax from dripping to the floor, they genuflect 

on the prie dieu of her acid tongue, some fashioning crosses out of palm fronds later to be 

inserted in the corner of a bedroom mirror’s frame, scotch-taped to the driver’s side sun 

visor in the family sedan, or fumbled while beating a retreat on the cathedral steps.  “You 

are a dirty animal,” the nun whispers.  (My little prick has gone stiff at her touch.)  “I 

should yank this thing right off!”  With red eyes she fixes me in a stare that loosens my 

bowels as if by telekinetic enema.  Guilt and terror flow from me, a liquefied 

Thanksgiving that fills my shorts and seeps down the legs of my trousers.  Insects crawl 

at the edges of my vision.  And then Antoniozzi is asking me:  “Was it really just a dream, 

Jackie?”  He pats my shoulder as I work the dying embers of a fire built with damp 

autumn leaves, fallen twigs, and branches gathered lovingly from the patchy lawn of my 

childhood.  It scorches the hard soil of a backyard garden long abandoned.

 An accident of my accidental sleep, this memory of a dream.  Too vivid to be 

anything but pure speculation, it nonetheless claims a place in the history I’m beginning 

to call my own.

 No footsteps in the hallway today; no click of stiletto heels.  Only the stink of 

somebody’s burnt oatmeal wafting through my transom.  It gives the hot-water and 

sauerkraut potpourri a run for its money.  Though I’m hardly blind (indeed, I watch with 
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fascination as the ladybird stretches its forewings in preparation for its launch from my 

window ledge), my sense of smell seems to have developed a compensatory sensitivity 

that triggers either my increasingly suspect memory or my gag reflex.  Mother made 

oatmeal, too, but it was only Father, as I recall, who ever burned it.  That and all manner 

of bridges.  Funny I remember this when, even during fits of nostalgia in which I force 

myself to confront the photographic evidence, those somber portraits so much like the 

daguerreotypes of Civil War refugees (could Daguerre have inherited a more appropriate 

name?), the wan expressions I attach to a mother and a father could belong, it would 

seem, to anyone strolling along Market Street below.  The sterile anonymity of those old 

snaps has confounded me over the years and driven me to invent:  faces sculpted out of 

the desperation that arises when memory fails and the necessity that drives it cries out for 

the bittersweet indulgence of nostalgia.  And, as I think of it, I can’t be sure that the 

photographs to which I refer, from time to time, in the composition of this so-called 

memoir (a memoir at best resembling some quilt patched together by a coven of geriatric 

spinsters whose shaking, needle-clutching fingers are patiently guided by middle-aged 

nursing home volunteers performing dutifully their role as understudies), that these 

photographs are not merely the detritus of other peoples’ lives, a detritus culled from the 

sidewalks and ash bins on the occasion of their dotage, their death, their removal, and 

absently pocketed by a tottering me on my midnight way home from the Locust Bar.  

How many gaps does the mind fill in?

 And I’ve been called to task on this.  Schubelmeyer Hannet’s already detected the 

passages of pure invention as well as some I’ve resurrected from those old fictions; 

passages too appropriate, too puzzle-piece(meal?) perfect to have been excluded.  “When 

I said, ‘Sell some Ruineux,’” he told me, “I didn’t mean re-warmed, leftover Ruineux.”  

He gave the signet ring a real workout that night, pacing the length of my room:  three-

steps-window, three-steps-door:  a Harold Lloyd waltz sans partner to the tune of “What 
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the hell have I gotten myself into?”  I never thought he’d actually take the time to read 

the work, the blue-velvet backdrop for the so-called legend he was trying to manufacture 

in this memoir scheme of his.  I was almost touched by the integrity he exhibited and by 

his naive revulsion at my suggestion that we get a ghost writer to do the thing.  “Let him 

write whateverthehell he wants,”  I said, “and I’ll sign off on the deal:  a ‘life,’ untainted 

by the spores of my so-called literary legacy.”  It was all the same to me.  Hadn’t it been 

all the same to him?  Where was the Schubelmeyer of an angle to be worked?  of an 

unflappable faith in the undiscriminating public?  “Ah, come on, Jack,” he said.  “Don’t 

bust my balls on this.”  And then, remarkably,  “I’ve got my pride.”  To wind him up even 

more, I began to croak out the words of Sinatra’s hoary standard:

What a kooky dream you must be
That ole Sandman sent you to me.
I don’t know what I will do
If this dream of mine won’t come true ....

 Pride-schmide:  I watched unmoved as his aggrieved agitation gave way to a 

husky lassitude that spread itself out with his schlump into the old, wooden swivel chair 

he’d purchased to accompany the army-surplus desk, also a Schubelmeyer gift.  Both 

were meant to lubricate my efforts, but the swivel chair squeaks and teeters so 

idiosyncratically that eating a bowl of cornflakes or cup of broth becomes something of a 

sea-going adventure.  Sulking on that teetering seat, he fingered the keys of the Quiet De 

Luxe, an item he also tried to replace with a refurbished Smith Corona of the electric 

variety.  That was something I could not allow.  Though the notion of a corona has long 

captured my imagination, there is no replacing that old Royal, its twin red buttons—one 

at each end of the carriage—advertising, in stereo, what seems to me a Proustian 

function:
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 MAGIC MAGIC  
 TRADE  TRADE
 MARK  MARK
 MARGIN  MARGIN

“Keep it, Schube,” I told him.  “Never know when you might want to sell some Hannet.”

 

 As if tweaked by the fingers of an ardent homunculus enamored with the notion of 

an interspecies experiment, my ladybird springs from her window-ledge perch, swirls in 

the citified vortex of a knifing autumn breeze, and dives toward the sidewalk out of sight.

 She lites on the ticklish brim of a retiree’s fedora, hitching a ride down Market 

Street to Juniper, then north on Juniper to Spring Garden where, I know, a ticket is 

purchased, a glass door is smeared with palm prints and passed through, a ticket is torn 

by a white-gloved hand, and a seat is assumed in the darkened auditorium from the rear 

of which, well above the balcony’s nose-bleed row, there streams from the porthole an 

intensely concentrated beam of light.  As if bursting through a fissure in the box in which 

is storehoused all light, it pierces the darkness and splashes in an ever-changing pattern 

on the tattered screen.  Intoxicated by instinct, the ladybird pitches herself into the air 

and swirls dizzily above the fedora before locking on to the rapid strobe, tracing it to the 

source, going blind in an attempt to smash through the porthole glass behind which all 

the light that really matters blasts from a xenon bulb out the belly of a Simplex 35.

 Bulbs of an everyday, incandescent variety shed just enough light for me to make 

out the words I type.  Their tired light does little more than mute the booth’s already 

washed-out yellow walls; walls traced with cracks that bleed chalky plaster.  It powders 

my clothing when I brush up against it, and sometimes floats about the booth in a dry 

mist.  So, with old “1-sheets,” posters from movies like A Room in the Hotel Vendig,  The 

Machinery of Image, and The Light Fantastic, I’ve tried to cover up the larger patches 
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where the plaster is completely exposed.  But I used masking tape on the job and it did 

not adhere well at all:  the posters are peeling away, scrolling off the walls like the 

shavings of an enormous plane.  And this worries me because plaster dust is a menace 

that can render a motion picture unwatchable:  it scratches the print and gums the 

lubricant in the projectors’ guts.  So, with care and a patience that has not yet worn thin, I 

tape them, when the Olympia is empty and the booth has fallen silent, back into place.  

Then I sweep up the concrete floor with feathery passes.  Don’t kick up the dust.  The 

porthole glass I polish nightly with ammonia and a chamois.  

 At midnight, the Olympia can be an unsettling place, abandoned to a quiet that 

isn’t.  Without the hum of rectifiers, the rumble of cooling ducts, and the motorboat 

chopping of the Simplex 35s, the stillness imposes on me an aural residue, a perversity of 

nostalgia that fills my mind’s ear with the booth’s white noise.   Dare I call it a complex?  

Complex 35?

 Jasmine’s quip, actually:  Complex 35:  psychological affliction, common to 

motion picture operators, manifest in a profound and nostalgic attachment to workplace 

environment, or to a character or characters portrayed in a film or films exhibited while 

carrying out duties therein.  Her eyes were not as green as usual that night—fatigued with 

what could only have been exasperation.  Or bourbon.  The illicit bottle of Banker’s Club 

we’d scavenged, courtesy of a cabby on 6th Street who knew a specialist in after-hours 

liquor distribution, was just about shot by the time she’d finished a confession, veiled in 

the language of an urban myth, through which she transformed herself into an exotic 

dancer, a dancer beset by all manner of demons and apparitions as she waited for the 42 

bus at 5th Street and Chestnut.  She being the true story teller between us, I was hard 

pressed to answer her challenge for a story of my own—a story unmarred by the stain of 

the projection booth and the corrupting influence it had on my imagination; an 

imagination that had more and more, she implied, disturbed and disappointed her.  I did 
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what I could, telling her about the most inept attempt at suicide (though, ultimately, 

successful) I’d ever witnessed in a city to which suicide has become as common as the 

purchase of a morning paper or plastic phial of the chemical euphoria du jour.  “Not bad,”  

was her response—I think.

 Jasmine, not unfamiliar with the projection booth—having visited me here on 

many a long and routine night when an ever-more-frequent dog or porno lit the tattered 

screen—only meant well, I’m sure, when she coined the term.  “Not bad, but you’re still 

in the grip of Complex 35.”  I was charmed by the cleverness of her “diagnosis,” amateur 

shrink that she’d become, even as I was hurt by the insinuation that mine was an 

imagination imported as opposed to domestic.  And much too nostalgic.  On that she was 

emphatic:  a nostalgia, truly laughable, over a life as yet to be lived; a dark nostalgia I 

seemed intent, she asserted, to transform into self-fulfilling prophesy.  “And where does 

that leave me?” At least that’s what I recall she said.  Either that or, “How, with this rage, 

shall beauty hold a plea?”  Whatever her words, they came just before she proposed a 

game in which I—rather we—played out a kind of up-the-ante discourse by virtue of 

which we would construct a history of Jack Ruineux, a history that would White Out the 

side effects, the symptoms, of my trade.  “And don’t worry,” she plied, “I’ve got another 

bottle in the closet.”

 Out of cigarettes, I rolled myself off Jasmine’s mattress and told her I was running 

down the block to Applejack’s.  Rumored (and, according to Jas, with good reason) to be 

a front for the neighborhood shooting gallery, the convenience mart is often a regular 

rogues’ gallery at 4:00 in the morning and, though I’d run that gauntlet many times 

without incident, Jasmine cautioned me with a husky “watch your ass.”  Then she said 

something about not stalling. And would I pick her up a pack, too?  “We’ve got verk to 

do,” she said.
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 Out on the corner of 11th and Market, the scent of an impending shower was so 

thick I felt suspended in the thunderhead itself.  Desolate as the rest of the cityscape, the 

bus stop across the street was empty of its usual cluster of souls.  And, as I started down 

Market, I noticed that even the ventman had moved away from his flop at the entrance to 

the Market-Frankford line; the ventman who’d done his dog act for a wrinkled buck, a 

forty-ounce jug of Ballantine, and something like peace.  I had to wonder if Jas and I 

really did watch that grotesque ballet, but found reassuring the artifacts:  the empty bottle, 

the three or four sheets of oily cardboard that had been his mat.  In a city mapped out in 

his skull he must be prowling now, lurking in timeless alleyways of delusion, of memory 

more precise than any visitor’s guide.  From his lips drips a song of sluggish desire, a 

lost, eroded echo through the tumbling darkness from which even bats shy.  Questing in 

the rubble of Philadelphia, the cranky old tanked yank cries for a mama, mama, mama 

without the slightest hint of Fujiyama.  Mama long gone, he stumbles through his long 

night walk to a white frame house at the dead end of his crooked alleyway, pushes blindly 

through the torn screen of a door flapping wild in the wind of his mind.  Inside, he 

crouches on the stairs of a boyhood home that never was.  No boyhood.  No home.  He 

traces rose patterns in the wallpaper, touches swollen fingers to the dried streak of 

father’s blood, a residue of conflict mama never washed away.

 The first heavy drops were beginning to knock the soot out of the sky as I 

approached Applejack’s caged doorway.  Thankful at not having to bravado my way past 

malignant glances or veiled threats, threats cast in the sudden twitch of a bullet-headed 

guy for whom life is the gun, I bulled through the door like I belonged in the place and 

paid for the cigarettes.  Pausing in the doorway on my way out, I ripped the cellophane 

wrapper from the Camels and strolled back out onto Market.  The rain was coming down 

in sheets.
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 To keep the cigarettes out of the rain, I slid a pack down each of the two front 

pockets of my jeans.  Of course that forced me to take stubby, stiff, unnatural strides so as 

not to crush the smokes.  Oh Well, I thought, Nobody sees me.  Besides, the rain felt 

good.  I was enjoying my second drenching of the night; a night, it seemed to me, that 

had begun a long time ago in any other life than my own.  Relaxed, unselfconscious, 

assuming the gingerly gait of a hemorrhoid sufferer, I held my face up to the rain like 

Jack Palance in That Means ‘Short’ in German—Don’t it?,  John Huston’s sci-fi western 

about the Schleiermacher Boys, E.T. desperadoes capable of assuming the form of 

gigantic, Colt-packing, bank-robbing earwigs who rode into town on a zephyr of swamp 

gas and farkleberry potpourri.  Wild on Brompton’s cocktails, they terrorized the rummy 

townsfolk and their rummy sheriff (Palance), hurling lead and metaphysical aphorisms 

with super-invigorated alien spite.  Then again, maybe it was Alan Ladd in Shane.

 Ruineux pauses in front of the revolving door, the rain having abated to a fine 

mist.  Cradled in the V formed by two of its plate glass panels, the three Ruineux’s—the 

“real” Ruineux and his two reflections—take the Camels from their pockets and light up.  

It’s a curious image, a nifty trick; one in which the director judiciously chose not to 

indulge.  My eyes follow the gray smoke, which Ruineux sucked blue through his 

nostrils, float from his lips to the upper right-hand quadrant of the screen.  It forms a 

cloud in which the first cue mark flashes.  In reflex I hit the yellow button that starts 

Projector I rolling.  This time I don’t bother to watch for the second cue.  Instead, I 

merely count aloud to seven, hit the green changeover button with my middle finger, and 

relax as simultaneously the dowser on II shuts down as the dowser on I snaps open.  It’s 

smooth.  On the screen, the man in the herringbone coat stands waiting at the bus stop, 

cupping his hands in front of his mouth and warming them with his breath.  A vague 
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Ruineux stands across the street, smoking in the doorway of the Hotel Vendig.  I’m 

beginning to wonder again about the old man’s heavy coat and the nature of time the 

director is attempting to convey:  isn’t it supposed to be a summer night?  When the 

image jumps violently out of frame, I sneeze—a prolonged and feathery “ah” followed by 

a violent “choo.”  It leaves me blinking in astonishment:  foot after foot of the print is 

cascading onto the projection booth floor in ribbons so graceful they rob me of usual 

adrenaline surge.  The print, jammed up in the guts of the Simplex 35, snaps with a 

release of torque that sends the take-up reel spinning like a mine sweeper.  Every second 

off the screen is an hour to the audience.  I shut down the projector and grab the splicer 

from the rewind table.  Operating with the precision of a speed origamist, I flip open the 

doors on the side of the projector’s belly and begin the business of releasing pressure 

rollers, unlocking sprocket wheels, and extracting from the projector the several feet of 

shredded, accordion-folded print—an inert tapeworm.  Then I reach up to the tattered 

ribbon hanging limply from the payout reel, draw it down to the splicer on the floor 

between my knees, fit the ragged edge onto the splicer’s pins, and make my cut.  

Repeating the process, I likewise trim the ruined end of print spooling from the takeup 

reel.  Every second off the screen is an hour.  Careful not to twist the print, I fit the two 

clean edges onto the alignment pins so that the frames abut on the splicer.  Then, with a 

sure, swift tug, I draw the Mylar tape across the splice and slam down the springloaded 

press that simultaneously fixes the splice and trims away the excess tape.  Up off the 

floor, I work from the payout reel down, guide the print around the first sprocket wheel, 

lock it in place with pressure rollers, test with my fingertips to make sure there is a proper 

fit between the sprockets and the sprocket holes on the print.  Then I fit the print into the 

gate and line up a single frame in the framing window.  More sprocket wheels follow, and 

pressure rollers ... every second off the screen ... and the loop around the sound head 

leading out through the bottom of the projector to the takeup reel below.  Deliberate in 
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my work, I double-check everything, palpate with my fingertips like a family practician 

performing a yearly exam.  As I do my fingers blacken with grease.  It cakes up beneath 

my nails.  I remember:  close the dowser.  Pot the volume all the way down.  Punch the 

green button on the changeover box.  Set the film rolling.  Lever open the dowser.  Bring 

up the volume.  Two minutes?  120 hours?   No matter:  I’m back on screen. 

 Something like surprise registers on the old man’s face and his eyes widen to 

reveal (as is shown in an intense closeup) a web of capillaries branching out from his 

irises that disappears beneath heavy lids.  The irises are gray—blue gray—and it occurs 

to me Jasmine isn’t joking, despite a subtle undertone of irony that more and more seems 

to color her comments, when she tells me my blue eyes, from time to time, fade to gray.  

From a hiccup of memory I try to ferret the familiar in this guy, and the cigarette smoke 

is moth powder in my nostrils.  Stifling a cough, I push the butt away from my mouth 

with a stagy gesture:  I’m beginning to think of the things as props.  And why shouldn’t 

I?  It’s me up there on the tattered screen, after all.  I’ve claimed my footage in this film.

 When he pulls his head down into the upturned collar of his herringbone coat, I 

empathetically begin to feel feverish.  Droplets of perspiration gather in my armpits and 

soak into my salt-white shirt, spice the rainwater with which it’s already soaked.  I’m 

taking much too long.  Perhaps Jasmine has nodded off.  Perhaps by the time I return to 

her apartment she’ll have collapsed, prone on her mattress, legs splayed, feet dangling 

over the edge at either corner, elbows jutting to either side of her head, the backs of her 

slender hands pressed beneath her right cheek.  I’ll find her there, gently snoring, and sit 

cross-legged at the foot of her bed.  Her chest will expand and contract, her ass rise and 

fall, gently, with every breath.  Unable to sleep, I’ll gather my legs up to my chest, fold 

an arm around them, and watch her:  smoke my way through my pack of Camels until all 

the candles extinguish themselves in their own wax and the first yellow light of dawn 

illuminates the window.  Perhaps by then I’ll have remembered my history, my name, my 
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age, my place in this city, this time.  I’ll roll out of my crouch, bend over her, stroke her 

hair, and inhale the fragrance of olive oil and patchouli that comes from it so fruity, 

eternal, alive.  This is what I love, I’ll think:  the quiet moment when amazement slaps 

me out of my waking dream.

 Moved, infected with sentiment, the thought of her always-loaded Praktiflex FX 

will draw me to her photographer’s duffel.  Unskilled as I am, I’ll remember to fully open 

the camera’s aperture—F.2— and, confident the thing is loaded with Fujifilm 400, focus 

and snap the shutter release.  She’ll stir at the auto-wind, but she will not awaken and, 

carefully, I’ll replace the Praktika in the duffel, fold it closed, pour the last shot of 

Banker’s Club, and float on easy steps to the breakfast nook to do there what its name 

suggests.  She’ll awaken to the snap of frying eggs, but none of it will be true.

 From his right coat pocket, the old man removes a ball-point pen and a small blue 

notebook.  After struggling for a moment with the pen cap, he flips the notebook open 

and begins to write.  From Technicolor, the cinematographer has switched to a grainy 

rotogravure.  I’ve been wondering about this scene, the way the old man remains frozen, 

pen poised on the surface of the notepad, all of him preserved in the limited-but-

nonetheless polychromatic palate from which he has been drawn, while about his image 

plays March of Time newsreel  footage culled from god-knows-where or invented to suit 

the scene.  He remains perfectly still.  I must only have only imagined, in all my previous 

screenings, that his gaze shifts between the pad and a point on the Vendig’s facade 

directly above me.  This, perhaps, a side effect of having become “rotogravured” into a 

backdrop that screams its two-dimensionality.  And the cellos—how is it that I never 

heard them?  Quite a shift in musical mood from the big band standards and harmonica 

improvisations that have so-far characterized the score.  They bleed counterpoint, 

sanguinate the corner of 11th and market.  A musical hemorrhage that cannot be 

stemmed, it collects in swirling pools of languorous bowing, then floods Market from the 
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Delaware to the Schuylkill with sardonically mournful chords held across measure after 

measure; impossibly long chords that shatter the crystal tulip glass of time.  Were I privy 

to his notation, I’m sure it would begin:  A telegraph wire runs taut, pulsing with an 

encoded imagery from birth to a rented hotel room in which language explodes iconic 

circular eclectic, expanding from a psychic confetti cannon.  Often the line frays and 

snaps and in no way can be satisfactorily repaired, but fictions do emerge, the 

handyman’s half-assed attempt:  self-deception here, embroidered memory there, 

trappings from the European films, bon mots  from forgotten sources dropped in at 

precise moments and in specific dead-spots of recollection, and the swollen tide of 

Shadow Riley Hornet Benny Ranger Murrow:  a tinker’s box of psychic make-do out of 

which to solder together a self from the waxing and the waning, the forever lost and the 

temporarily gained.  Grasping, clutching, trying to hold onto the dots and the dashes just 

long enough to .... I like to imagine his bloodshot eyes have come to linger on the 

flickering neon sign bolted to the brick facade of the Hotel Vendig.  The V, the I, and the 

G are burned out so that only the word “end” glows red with the gas:  “Hotel end.”  Hotel 

Terminus?  No Nazis here.  And it may very well be the man is making a note of this.  

Then, as if startled, the old man flips the notebook closed and, making off down 11th 

Street, shoves the notebook and uncapped pen into the breast pocket of his herringbone 

coat.  As he walks, the camera’s focus on his gaze intensifies; a gaze, it appears, fixed 

exactly one block ahead, always one block ahead, as if he were trying his best to blunt his 

peripheral vision.  Fade.

 Cut to the familiar old man now sitting at his desk in the Hotel Vendig; staring at 

his pale, diaphanous reflection in the window.  His hands rest heavily on the keys of his 

Quiet De Luxe, half depressing several of them.  The scene echoes with the disembodied 

voices of Jack and Jasmine and, as the camera’s perspective arcs around him, their 

reflections are revealed above and to the right of the man’s expressionless face, hovering 
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in the darkened window.  Gradually, a closeup fills the screen with these images of Jack 

and Jasmine, she seated cross-legged on the mattress-bed and he seated at its foot on the 

hardwood floor, smoking, legs gathered up to his chest and held close by his left arm.  

The ghostly architecture of the Philadelphia night—the other side of the windowpane—

fades from the image until the scene dissolves to Jasmine’s apartment.  No one in the 

house is wise to the changeover, was wise to the changeover, ever shall be wise to the 

changeover.  Projector, whirl without end.  Amen.  

 The ribbon of film peels off the payout reel and snakes its way through the guts of 

the Simplex 35 to spool around the hub of the take-up reel below.  Perfection.  Yet, from a 

bit of dust scorched off the Xenon bulb, my nostrils begin to tingle and I wonder if it’s 

not the odor of an infinite regression in which, by virtue of the bulb’s white heat, 

subsequent generations of the delicate smoke themselves burn, each less dense than the 

one preceding it.  My ignorance of science sometimes mugs my mind in the blind alleys 

down which it leads.  So, deliriously stupefied, I brace myself against the wall and look 

hard through the porthole at the figures on the screen. 

 Back in her apartment now, Ruineux reaches into the pocket of his jeans and 

fishes out the pack of Winstons he’d fetched for Jasmine.  “The full moon horrified me 

with her cloudy leer,” he says, offering Jasmine the pack.  To my great relief he adds:  “I 

hope they’re not crushed.  I had to keep them out of the rain.”  I thought my ears were 

playing tricks on me again.  Not that I’m entirely convinced of the importance of all this 

dialogue, which more often than not I scramble by accident of concentration or dint of the 

booth’s white noise.  It’s a scrambling I’ve been tempted to try on a larger scale:  I would 

rearrange the reels, assemble them according to a whim of the moment, after hauling 

them in off the film truck.  Would anyone be the wiser?  And what if I put my splicer, dull 

as it is, to some good use?  slice the film into thirty-foot strips and rearrange them at 

random?  The thing to do, really, would be to engage in a surreptitious petty larceny:  
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from every film run at the Olympia, I could chop a strip and splice it onto a growing reel 

I’d keep stashed in the catwalk above the balcony.  A Working Print, I’d call it, and 

arrange for Jas a special midnight screening. 

 On screen, Jasmine takes the pack from Ruineux and fastidiously removes the 

cellophane, delicately draws the wrapper’s strip with the tips of her fingernails.  “Time to 

get down to business,”  she says.  What she means is that it’s time for the biographical 

therapy:  the precious head-game:  the restorative give-and-take she’s convinced will snap 

him out of Complex 35.

 Sitting back on her heels, legs folded under her, Jasmine lights up and, punching 

holes through the smoke, says, “The nun was the whore of your childhood imagination.”  

She knows too well the story of those earlier dreams, Sister Virginia a Nosferatu in black 

habit, looming over Jackie Ruineux.  The real Virginia, the more fearsome Virginia, never 

molested him—not even intellectually—but tagged him a lazybones and a dreamer and 

not in the least likely to live up to anything but the most modest of ambitions (ambition 

being another virtue in which she found John Alexandre Ruineux lacking).  Without a 

vocabulary to express it, Jackie (Jasmine knows) made nocturnal his expression of 

claustrophobic failure, night after night stumbling through his dreamscape with real steps 

on the stained hallway carpet.  Sleepwalking in that white frame house on the lip of the 

crater of the Sinister Midwest, crying that he couldn’t do it, couldn’t do it, couldn’t do it, 

he was shaken from his dream by a father who’d adjusted his sleeping habits to intercept 

his somnambulant son.  That was when the father was still a father, mediating against the 

mother’s compensatory drive toward the viscous dark of an “orderly,” seamless life.  She 

could very well have been in cahoots with that nun.

 “She would allow me just so much,” says Ruineux, “only so much before 

snapping open the roller blind to murder the moment with a glare of sunshine made 

criminal by her ruler-crack on my warty knuckles.”  But she’s heard this, he thinks.  A 
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well-worn path in a game that demands a machete hack into the murky frontier just won’t 

wash with Jas.  Go ahead Ruineux.  Trump the card off which she expects you to play.

 “Your pediatrician,” says Jasmine, trying out the new tack offered up by Ruineux, 

“prescribed an experimental treatment for the warts:  mega doses of vitamin E in both 

capsule and suppository form.  ‘Just between you and me,’ confided the doctor to your 

long-suffering mother, ‘I’m prescribing adult strength.  This is a special case, the likes of 

which I’ve never seen in a boy so young.’”  Though warts, she knows, were not the 

essence of the special case he must have been, continues to be.  A manifestation, perhaps.  

Nothing more.  Like the hours spent with an imaginary companion he really could see 

and play with and confide in—the little confidences only becoming a silent thing when 

thrust against the stares, laughter, and taunts of the toddler censors at Mrs. Fitzgerald’s 

Pre-School (that place that came before the one dominated by Virginia) who would time 

and again try to stump him by asking, “Where’s Zane?”  He knew.  And in his 

stammering silence he would swallow tears until the pre-schoolers abandoned this listless 

freak and his invisible friend for the much more spectacular Markie Gelsky who’s 

specialty was eating black Crayolas.  Black!  Jasmine throws her hair over her shoulder 

with an aggressively languorous movement of her head and shoulders, then crosses her 

arms with the caramelized arrogance of Yul Brynner in Anna and the King of Siam. 

 Ruineux begs a time out.  Remembering the bottle of Banker’s club stashed in 

Jasmine’s closet, he picks up his rocks glass from the floor, tosses back the bourbony 

water that’s resulted from the melting of his ice, and picks himself off the floor.  Jasmine 

offers up her glass for a refill without draining the waste-water, so Ruineux takes the 

glass and swirls it with Catholic pomp.  It’s clear that he’s about to launch into, “This is 

my blood, which has been ... —” but Jasmine cuts in with, “Stalling.  Always stalling.”  

She waits until he’s in the breakfast nook, fumbling around for more ice, to add:  “Next 

you’ll be telling me about a recurring dream of geriatric nostalgia—pre-nostalgiaed—
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filled with some kind of loneliness and regret.”  She massages her eyeballs with the heels 

of her palms until Ruineux returns with the two full glasses.  Could it really be 5 a.m.?

 “I reached adolescence.”  Ruineux, again squatting to the dusty floor, hands 

Jasmine her glass and resumes the game, the therapy.   He can see that the oldest of the 

candles are beginning to extinguish themselves in their own molten wax.  “Even as I 

reached adolescence I was plagued by nightmares in which Sister Virginia (theatrical 

groan from Jasmine) became for me a dominatrix in fin de si�cle habit of wool and 

brimstone.  She would hover over me, ruler in hand, as I sat at a desk piled high with 

leather-bound tomes, the covers of which opened on baroque iron hinges (usually 

decorated with the faces of gargoyles).  The only source of light ....”

 Jasmine can fill in the rest:  the thinning of the Ruineux nest.  How on Cape Cod 

the setting sun burned not only the horizon, but one lasting image of an adenoidal brother 

in horn-rimmed glasses, dangling an angry crab in front of the bawling Jackie—teasing 

him with the claws.  Perhaps he’s a lion tamer for Ringling Brothers now, flopping 

around in the sawdust with those flabby, complacent, overgrown tabbies.  Indelible too, 

for her, must be that memory I dredged up of the sister, Claire:  left to watch the little 

brother, she really did, in a fit of resentment, chase him around that white frame house, 

brandishing a bloodied tampon, one of her first, pinning him to the carpet and blushing 

his cheeks.  I didn’t have to say a word that first night, when both of us were ripe for it 

and I just couldn’t bring myself to tell him our desire was out of synch with my biology.  

Didn’t have to.  He knew; could sense it.  And our cuddling embrace that night was for a 

lifetime.  

 Claire the Beatlemaniac, thinks Jasmine.  Claire the rolling stone, Claire the also-

lost-to-god-knows-where:  you changed him for sure that day.  And all he can say about it 

is, “It’s a wonder I didn’t turn out gay.”  
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 Certainly she can factor in the bit about the father:  Big Jack, not only the banger-

together of typewriters at the Royal plant in Hartford, but the player of pianos at 

nightclub bars all over the Insurance City.  Got to be so suddenly popular he quit the 

Royal plant to trace a little New England circuit set up for him by the owner of that joint 

called Corigliano’s.  And the Ruineux nest grew and prospered.  Claire came along to join 

brother Francis.  After a longer interval came Jackie, ‘Little Jack.’  Always somehow the 

baby, he resented it later in his life when no one, not even his mother (is this why he 

seems to have written her off?) would ever tell Jack just why his father had to uproot the 

Ruineux nest and move it to western Pennsylvania, to a town where the demand for 

nightclub pianists was as low as that for Royal typewriters.  Soon enough back in a mill, 

this time steel, Big Jack never let an evening pass without hammering out a few of the old 

numbers on his tired, out-of-tune spinet.

 “...onto the damp concrete floor which was alive with all manner of crawling 

thingies.  Before me, on the desk, lay an accusation by a person unknown about a crime I 

didn’t commit:  an enormous Cyrillic dictionary:  frightening, incomprehensible, plaid.  

‘Read it,’ the nun whispered.  ‘Just read it.’”  Ruineux takes a half-hearted sip of his 

bourbon.  She’s right.  What imagination I have left is bastardized at best.  Was it really 

my dream?

 Slowly overlaying the image of Jasmine and Ruineux, but not quite overtaking it, 

is that of the old man’s face.  Still staring straight ahead, his lips begin to move and the 

words that come drive those of Jasmine and Ruineux down into the crackle, pop, and hiss 

of the print’s mishandled soundtrack.  

 ...I sit on the street, hands pushed deep into the pockets of a cold November night.  

A woman looks in the direction of City Hall.  Hat on.  I step, as to a window, and glance.  

Streetlight over head.  November comes away in tiny specks as I tap out stories on the old 

Royal.  Behind the next door to the right, my ‘neighbor,’ whom I think I alarmed, waited 
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on Market Street for her bus while I fingered the control box.  My eyes focus on the Hotel 

Vendig.  ‘The young woman don’t blink.’  Who said it?  The cue mark will appear above 

and to the right of feet with chipped toenail polish the color of cupped hands.  She’s 

finished her cigarette by now.  Surprise registers.  His face, his eyes.  Another off the butt 

out of boredom.  She webs capillaries branching out of her thick auburn hair from 

underneath—they fall loose and away from her with a subtle undertone of irony.  I never 

know how to take.  Take a drag from her cigarette.  It almost appears as if he’s plying a 

brush to her hair.  Rubs her scalp vigorously with time.   She’s a little anxious in 

anticipation of the cue.  Sliver of white flesh against blotchy men while trace-patterns of 

blue dance.  Right in the middle of her the man pulls his neck down and eyes the shine as 

if delighted by memory.  Her coat, the camera; his blood, light; the langorousness:  a few 

letters uncoil through her extremities and spell out ‘Hotel end.’  Watch the last rich 

drops ...

 Because he mumbles, it’s hard to be absolutely certain of the old man’s cryptic 

soliloquy, especially because, owing to the director’s penchant for multiple exposure, I’m 

distracted by the mute exchange continuing between Jasmine and Ruineux just, it 

appears, behind his bloodshot eyes.  Panning away from the old man, as if withdrawing, 

yes, withdrawing through his window to a point five stories above Market Street outside 

the Vendig, the shot now framed by brick and sill reveals not only the old man, but a 

swath of his room and the door behind him.  It opens.  Schubelmeyer Hannet enters 

unnoticed.  He steps up behind this old Ruineux, lays a reassuringly gentle and worried 

hand on his shoulder, and the scene gives way to the one dominated by Jasmine and Jack 

and their restorative play.  My elbows are starting to tingle from leaning so long against 

the booth’s concrete wall.

   “Still and all,” says Jas, “the vitamin E was working wonders for your warts.  

But it also did a number on your hormones, gave rise to a pitiable case of acne vulgaris.”  
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About this she must be correct, owing to Ruineux’s pitted complexion.  She knows of his 

futile efforts at growing a beard, a beard Ruineux once described as “patchy and calico,” 

grown to hide the whiteheads, pits, and scars.  Given his condition, he was downright 

amazed (wasn’t he?) when, as a sophomore in high school, his homeroom alphabetical 

neighbor, Sheila Resnor, asked him to the Sadie Hawkins dance.  His stiff reply:  “Why 

not?”  Could he have been compensating with arrogance for the humiliation he suffered 

over the extraordinary relief of his facial landscape?  or was he genuinely fumbling for 

words at the serrated novelty of the situation in which he found himself?  The legacy is 

there in the pits and scars and sometimes-ingrown facial hairs, but the years have repaired 

a good deal of the damage and, after all, he’s not a bad looking guy.  Interesting enough 

for a photographic study.  Maybe I’ll propose the idea ...

 Jasmine butts out her Winston and continues:  “‘A facial planing is in order,’ said 

the dermatologist, clearly repulsed by the sight of you.  Tears welled in your eyes as you 

swabbed your own face with a cotton ball soaked in rubbing alcohol, a plastic bottle of 

which you always carried with you.  Didn’t you?  Didn’t you?  But I stray:  you looked 

the dermatologist squarely in the eye and said, ‘I didn’t get no braces and I ain’t gonna 

get my face planed.  I bear my affliction with pride and a malevolent sneer.’”

 Two weeks I’ve been running this dog, but here the footage seems almost fresh.  

Am I dozing now?  or have I dozed through it every night until now?  Lord knows my 

regular homage to the Quiet De Luxe has gone unpaid for some time.  Couldn’t have 

been that.  What else have I been missing?  

 On the sill, outside Jasmine’s room, the pigeons are beginning to coo.  The long 

night of recollection (re-collection?) continues:  “To go with your acid, ulcerous 

stomach.”  Jasmine takes off the denim jacket and pulls on a crumpled t-shirt fetched 

from beside her mattress.  “That acid stomach out of which erupted thunderous farts 

capable of clearing a classroom in seconds and for which your latent homo 
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gastroenterologist prescribed mega doses of sulfur tablets—the Hitler cure.  Once, you 

caused a near riot in the chapel of that Catholic high school of yours and, when Father 

Ruling (‘that fat son of a bitch’) asked you why you did it you said:  ‘Only on this 

incense will my Apostles Creed rise to the Heavenly Father.’  They were ready to kick 

you out of school for that one.”  Or something like that, she thinks.  Didn’t he take to 

wearing a three-button suit and spiky, cropped hair when everyone else was pushing the 

dress code’s limits with black denim, hair that edged below their shoulders, ties in 

unbuttoned collars, sneakers?  And the girls:  culottes and sandals that laced, Roman-

style, above the ankle?  Ankle bracelets?  Fishnets?  His answer to conformity was hyper-

conformity.  The Dean of Students reprimanded him for a “sartorial aggressiveness” that 

mocked the school’s codes and therefore was “at odds with the maintenance of a 

disciplined educational atmosphere.”  And though he could suggest Jack adopt attire 

more appropriate to a student, he was well aware that no code had actually been violated.  

Where there’s no violation there’s no punishment.  Or so Jack thought.   

 Again the transition from Jasmine’s to the room of the elderly Ruineux.  Hannet 

and his gentle hand are no longer part of the picture.  His errands have taken him 

elsewhere, I suppose.  Given over to that by-now-familiar technique, the director has 

again filtered the image of the elderly Ruineux over that of Jasmine and that (and here I 

must confess I’m only assuming this to be the case) of a youthful Ruineux—moi.  Lips 

moving in their silenced give and take, they carry on behind the sepulchral image of old 

Ruineux’s eyes and, if I’m not mistaken, Jasmine says something so teasingly piquant 

that Jack reaches out and playfully pushes her onto her back.  Meanwhile, the old man’s 

monologue begins to impress itself.

 ...The door swings open with a ruined purpose.  It closes with the soft click of 

multiple exposure.  Her long episode beneath the artificial rain makes skin flick out and 

disappear in the night.  In the orange haze of the moths of autumn:  the halogen street.  A 
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spectral wisp, the woman’s voice is rich with cigarette smoke and hangs in the scratchy 

recording.  Meanwhile:  the transient people of the revolving door turn into a snapshot.  

Hot wax drips like fried food.  Spots of orange flame.  In this light a game is taking place, 

movement that gives rise to an impression.  Held close by her man, her head rests on his 

shoulder.  Revolving door then abruptly comes to a stop.  The mob is to the right of my 

door as a French pop band sings about  “Zorbie la Mouche.”  I haven’t owned a radio 

for years.  Reaching, shadowy night towers of Philadelphia.  How did I get here?  Is there 

such a thing as a history I can call my own?  History.  Fiction.  The dog catcher’s log 

book.  The R.N. making it up in the charts on a quiet night’s watch.  Edith Piaf’s voice 

reaching out to me from a discotheque plumbing the depths of Market Street.  La Vie en 

Rose, sure enough.  But have you lived it?  Other than in so-called stolen moments?  

Spots of orange flame.  Candles?  I know they flick and rise and shudder behind her door.  

Do I feel compelled to knock?  The light of a full moon or a Market Street lamp must 

somehow be glinting in my window.  Cautiously, I will move backward, trace the sharp 

line of the tendon.  The window appears, then disappears beneath the hem of her denim 

skirt.  My eyes adjust to lines and angles and depths in the darkness.  I can hear the low, 

steady beating in the cavity of the chest.  My room is the soundbox of a street, a bar.  

Light appears etched on the Vendig.  Its origin, I know, is the intense hallway....

 “Out of Catholic High School and into the fire:  I walked the hot coals for two 

entire years with the Reverend Sun Yung Moon’s traveling All Male Sideshow Revival 

and Surf and Turf Dinner.”  He’s edging his way onto the game’s thruway.  “The Rev was 

a diligent taskmaster who taught me the secrets of the fire walk and who christened me, 

at long last, ‘Elvis of the River in Hades the Name of Which No One Can Recall to Win 

the 64,000 Dollars.’”  And, really, not so much a Mystery Train Ruineux’s ridden as a 

Mystery Barge slogging its way down that hot river, a stoker shoveling the hardest coals 

down his throat.  Ruineux goes on:  “We paddled the backwater playing to thousands of 
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hopeless fuckers; slack-jawed, they were, inspiring every suspicion  they were gifted with 

one chromosome too many.  The joy I experienced at their applause and cries of wonder 

was only surpassed by my pleasure over the fact that the heat and rising coal gas proved a 

most effective agent in clearing my acne vulgaris, the severity of which won me a place 

in the Guinness Book of World Records.”  Jasmine leans encouragingly toward Ruineux 

and even the clumsy boom mike bobbing in-frame above their heads can’t detract from 

the acetylene beauty of her sympathetic expression.  I want to take his photograph, she 

thinks, but makes no move toward her camera bag.  That will come later.  Baby’s first 

steps always rely on a bit of cynical choreography and then the camera begins to click.  

He’s cute.  Getting cuter, but not quite cute enough—accidental cuteness doesn’t count.  

 “A nagging case of athlete’s foot,” Ruineux’s saying, “was also cured by the 

coals, over which I began to dance like a paralytic newly emerged from the healing 

waters of Lourdes.  I had the world on a string.  I was sitting on a rainbow; had the string 

around my finger.”  When in doubt, he thinks, invoke the vocabulary of the Frank Sinatra 

song book.

 “Would that be the finger obsessively and compulsively and continually worming 

its way deep into your nostrils?” says Jasmine, “or the finger searching out the itch 

ringing your inflamed anus?”  Pull that Sinatra crap, she thinks, and suffer the 

punishment.  If he makes any more allusions to Sinatra Dorsey Beneke the Modernaires 

Piaf Holliday the Harmonicats; if he “invokes the vocabulary” of the old stand-bys, of the 

Bills Allens Ti-Jeans Alains Bukowskis; if he culls the detritus of that off-again-on-again 

journal of his ... oh, merde ˆ la treizi�me puissance.  

 At the foot of the mattress, Ruineux has slumped into a half-tied fetal knot of 

sleep, bourbon seeping from his overturned glass into the cracks between the floorboards 

just in front of his face.  Sometimes French is the only way, she thinks, to express how 

crazy he makes me.  His father would only speak French in the house and now he refuses 
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to speak it himself, even though he learned his Apostles Creed in French, knelt to bedside 

Notre P�res after which his mother would repeat the prayer in Polish in the hope he’d 

catch on.  But wasn’t it sweet the night we danced in his apartment to Glenn Miller and 

he whispered a French “At Last” in my ear?  Why then and only then? And now he’s 

passed out.  Great.

 The game is over, a forfeit.  Jasmine leans over and undoes the laces of his boots, 

removes them, and places them just to the right of her closet door.  Agitated, she picks up 

a brush and begins pulling it through the tangled static of her hair, bending down and to 

the right so that it falls loose and away from her shoulder, nearly sweeping the dusty 

hardwood floor.  Just as well, she thinks.  I could see it coming.  Not the dreams, this 

time.  The piano-playing father .... She picks up a pencil, a rumpled envelope, and begins 

to write:

 “With the booth monitor turned all the way down, so much of me seems to leak 

into these scenes; more and more all the time.  Merde ˆ la treizi�me puissance. I can feel 

her slipping right through my fingers and onto the tattered screen in this dump of a 

theater.  How the hell did I get here?  Jack Ruineux:  projectionist.”  Ruineux thinks to 

himself:  How the hell did I get here? It’s become for him a serviceable mantra, a 

numbing refrain.  Never in his wildest or most mundane dreams did he ever envision 

weaving 35mm print through the sprocket wheels and pressure rollers of a Simplex 35, 

yet here he is:  twenty-six, degreed, occupying a space once reserved for professionals 

only, trade unionists, loners.  Jettisoned all too often from the present, he surrenders to 

memories of the Ruineux he may or may not become.  

 This is starting to sound too much like notes scribbled onto cocktail napkins, 

thinks Jasmine.  Or envelopes.  What happened to those thoughts about the father?  

Maybe what I need is a good notebook to write in.  That’s supposed to be his bag.  What 

if I tried it out for a while?  Maybe.  Jasmine throws aside the pencil, sets the envelope 
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aside and, stepping over the snoring Ruineux, fetches the Praktika from her duffel.  She 

begins snapping off photos.  Neither the flash nor the auto rewind stir him.  He’s out, 

down for the count.  Slipping right through my fingers, she thinks.

 Jasmine continues to photograph Ruineux as the scene fades to a flashback 

sequence I find more and more difficult to watch.  I wonder at what point I’ll get fed up, 

abandon my post, allow the reel to play out, miss the changeover.  But I can’t leave, it’s 

simple as that.  I need the job.  That’s the reality of this miserable situation.  Go ahead, 

Ruineux.  Get yourself fired.  And then what?  Sell hotdogs?  And though you haven’t 

written a word, at least here the opportunity exists:  a desk, the Quiet De Luxe, the 

solitude of the projection booth.  Opportunities like this don’t come a quarter a dozen.  

This dog will end its run soon enough and then you can relax, settle into a pattern, slap a 

word on a page.  The spigot will flow.  More words.  It’s just that this dog cuts too close 

to home.  The actress:  so much like Jas.  Impossible.  But Jasmine’s seen the film and 

thinks I couldn’t be more wrong about this resemblance.  She took it as an insult.  

 I have to stop thinking in second person. Come on, now.  The changeover’s 

coming.  Watch for the cue. It’s not that hard.
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